PRESS RELEASE – Klinge sponsors World Trade Center Harrisburg trade event
and attends reception at Governor’s mansion
September 19, 2016, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Klinge Corporation served as a Bronze Sponsor of the World Trade Center
Harrisburg’s event “Bringing the World to You”, whereby trade representatives
from around the world meet with local companies seeking trade assistance.
Fifteen trade offices from across the globe met with companies from the
southcentral region to consult on regulatory information, market intelligence,
competitive intelligence, market entry strategy, and other trade services.
As Klinge Corporation primarily exports their Transport Refrigeration systems,
the company was proud to sponsor such an event that supports trade and
assists local businesses with a focus on increasing export.
Following the event, Governor of Pennsylvania, Tom Wolf and First Lady
Frances Wolf hosted an invitation-only networking reception at their Residence
in Harrisburg. Klinge Corporation attended the reception along with

Pennsylvania’s Authorized Trade Representatives, Philadelphia’s Consular Corps,
Pennsylvania State officials, event sponsors, and other invited local
manufacturers.

About Klinge Corporation
Klinge Corporation is the leading provider of specialized transport refrigeration and
power generation equipment. Founded as a spin-off of the Transport Refrigeration
Equipment department of York International, Klinge has been producing refrigeration
equipment at its manufacturing facilities and headquarters in York, Pennsylvania, USA
for 30 years.
The company’s customized designs offer commercial and military customers robust
alternatives to standard, mass-produced refrigerated containers which often cannot
meet the requirements of harsh environments or stringent testing.
Klinge Corporation offers Dual Refrigerated Containers, Offshore Explosion-Proof
Refrigerated Containers, Refrigerated Tank Containers, Blast Freezers, Ultra-Low
Temperature Units, Quick Thaw Units, Integral and External Generator Sets, and
Collapsible Food Storage Bins.
The company designs and manufactures the following:










Ultra-Low Temperature (-60°C) Freezer Containers – for pharmaceuticals, ice
cores, tuna, etc
Offshore Refrigerated Containers – for Hazardous Zones such as oil rigs, oil
tankers, and chemical plants
Explosion-Proof Refrigerated Containers – for Petrochemical, Self-Reactive and
Like Products
Dual Refrigeration System Refrigerated Containers (with 100% emergency
backup capabilities) – for chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and dangerous goods.
Tank Refrigeration & Heating Units – for ISO Containers, Road Trailers and
Stationary Applications
Military Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Applications – built to military
standards
Transport Air Conditioning Units – built to withstand extreme high temperatures
& sandstorms
Pre-Coolers – used for fruit and vegetables in the field allowing for longer shelf
life
Transport Generator Sets – built to withstand extreme high temperatures &
sandstorms

For more information, please email Klinge Corporation’s Vice President at
allanklinge@klingecorp.com or visit www.klingecorp.com.

